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E. W. MERKEL

We have had few papers of an autobiographical
nature. Almo st none on the process of aging, yet
considering our membe rs hi p patterns, we could reasonably expect many.
In my years of membership we have
had one paper on fatherhood and family life (I wrote
it myself). We have had war memoirs and several
papers on hobbies, but they have seldom been truly
autobiographi cal; they have been anecdotal and
factual, with no effort to track their significance
into personal identity or character. We have not
had a paper on marriage, nor one on the way a man's
career affects his social and political values, nor
one on the difference between living in a transitional
society and living in a stable one.
I had planned an effort toward filling
the gap.
I was tempted to write the definitive
paper on aging -- De Senectute Merkelensis .
It
might have been fun.
However, I would have had to
be personl, and we tend to be mildly embarrassed
by the personal.
I am therefore trying an indire ct
assault -- a highly unacademic, unscientific
description of the way the world of 1984 looks
to a disillusioned but still optimistic -- and
therefore cynical -- mind that began its observations in 1908. We therefore begin with a hasty
sketch of the way that mind was shaped.
Whatever the Cincinnati school system did
to upper midd le class youngsters between 1913 and
1925, it did to me, and I have no reason to fault
it.
I then went to a New England liberal arts
college, from which, duly ha lf-formed, I graduated
in 1929 with a creditable record.
I have no reason
to fault my college either except to note that four
years of it were enough.
It was a wonderful e x perience,
as I was often told, but I was ready for further
wonders.
I found them on the production line at
the Harvard Law School, off of which I was rolled,
creditably again, in 1932.
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That was when I entered the professional
world of Cincinnati, I suppose that was when I
entered manhood, and when I also took firm hold of
forming myself -- the official beginning of my own
self-piloted voyage of discovery, as Carl Sagan's
rolling voice would have phrased it.
In addition,
it is the point at which the proper subject matter
of this paper began to evolve.
For three moderately happy and stultifying
years I worked with a prominent lawyer who liked
neither himself nor his practice very much. The
New Deal was raising steam, matters of great breadth
and depth were opening wide and flowing strong and I
was not even at their edge. Several of my Harvard
friends were fitting the beams and girders of what
became the Securities and Exchange Commission
all a bit intoxicated. They asked me to join
them, and I was tempted.
I sought the advice
of several of the younger partners in Cincinnati
law firms, and out of these discussions came an
offer from one of the firms in the city I most
admired.
I joined forces with that firm in 1935
and remained for twenty years except for a two-year
hitch in the Navy during World War II.
In 1955,
in response to a once-in-a-lifetime offer, I moved
to a large and expanding corporation where I
remained until I retired.
Except for one facet of my legal perspective
it is not necessary to consider the nature and reach
of my professional experience. Following World War II
the corporation I later joined, along with many other
u.S. corporations, expanded with almost explosive
speed into worldwide business operations, principally
in Western Europe and Latin America, but in Asia
and Africa as well.
It was part of my job, both
in the law firm and in the corporation, to supervise and direct the legal ramifications of this
expansion -- to participate in planning and negotiations, to help create foreign subsidiaries and,
above all, to structure the parts into a coherent,
legally solid whole.
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During these years, in spite of a great
amount of travel, I lived a more or less normal
Cincinnati family life. I had a wonderful wife,
two fine sons, a house, memberships in clubs,
family vacations, parties, participation in good
works and, God save the mark, papers for The
Literary Club.
It all blended into a glowing whole,
just as your lives have done. From this whole I
have formulated some discoveries and conclusions
a few of which are the subject matter of the rest
of this paper -- set out, not in chronological
nor rhetorical order, but in a majestic sequence
of my own.
Discoveries
For the most part these conclusions and
discoveries did not arrive with a flash and a bang.
Nor did they come from any specific source. They
usually came quietly and gently, growing inconspicously
in some gray cranny of my brain until they announced
themselves modestly but firmly as a part of my
mental machinery. They had obviously been shaped
and nourished by facts, talks, incidents and books
from the sometimes dusty, sometimes shiny world I
lived in. Their origin might be dim, but there
they were, materialized out of mental mist, often
clearly shaped, someti.mes amorphous, seldom static.
They shifted, they added detail, they sometimes
stood cast in iron.
Here are three of them, selected, cut and
trimmed to fit what steve Starr has announced as
the canonical 45 minutes.
One - The Cannibal Principle. Every few
years my reading dips into social anthr~pology:
Years ago, when I read a book on a c~nn~bal tr~be
in some South Pacific island, an unl~kely story
unfolded.
(I have forgotten the name of the
author -- not Margaret Mead -- the name of the
book the name of the island and the name of the
trib~.
Take the story on faith.)
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Early in this century a team of missi onaries ,
I think from Germany, appeared in the cannibal tribe.
They were the enlightened kind. They educated a bit,
helped with sanitation and illnesses, made practical
suggestions of various kinds and carefully refrained
from aggressive efforts at conversion.
They could not, however, literally or
figuratively stomach occasional bouts of canni balism.
Toward each other and the missionaries the cannibals
were kindly, well-disposed, helpful and pleasant,
with a primitive and typically complex religion and
an expressive if elementary language. They did not
eat people very often, and then only members of
two neighboring tribes which had committed some
tribal crime like stealing domestic animals . On
these occasions the men would work themselves into
a frenzy, drive off the enemy and bring home a
body or two for immediate consumption.
The missionaries were persuasive, and
cannibalism stopped. At this point the missionaries
had to go home, perhaps because of World War Ii I
vag uely remember the Kaiser wanted them back.

A few years after the war a few anthropoligists
turned up, having read accounts of the missionaries'
experience . They found the tribe demoralized, its
culture a wreck.
Its members were sullen, hostile,
dirty, dishonest, timid and suspicious. But the
missionaries had been convincing; cannibalism had
not been resumed.
The anthropologists worked on what had
caused the change. They concluded that cannibalism,
though seemingly a detail of their lives, had in
fact been a linch-pin of their culture. What had
seemed an unpleasant detail to the missionaries
turned out to have been one of the elements that
held the contraption together. Cannabilism turned
out to be a variety of totemism; the dinner was a
ritual assimilation of the bravery and ferocity
of the enemy, the source of the diners' martial
abilities and ultimately of their status and
self-esteem.
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This story contributed I believe to the
formulation of a later anthropological generalization
which transposes into many other fields.
Unscientifically worded it is: never fool with another culture
until you are sure you have understood its structure
and the relationship of all its elements, as even
a seemingly minor particular can be crucial.
Generalized further it says:
in any complex set
of relationships, not only the structure but also
the dynamics of the relationships are all important.
The sick mother may be the element that holds the
family together. The disliked president may be the
element that induces the faculty to work in harmony.
If eating an occasional enemy establishes or reinforces
the power structure of the tribe, then denial of
the dinner risks a collapse of the power structure
and consequent chaos. Remove or change one structural
element, and totally unexpected results can follow,
including catastrophe.
The principle had many strange applications
in my legal career. One involved a substantial coal
mine in Kentucky and two stubborn, sturdy, Cincinnati,
second-generation Germans who were enemies when I
found them. One owned the mine; the other, my client,
had a mortgage on it.
Several years of bickering
climaxed in a refusal by the owner to pay not one
but two principal installments on my client's
mortgage.
I got the two together and explained
about mortgage foreclosures; they listened politely,
then spent an hour maligning each other. The owner
retained a lawyer for himself, and as my client
wished, foreclosure proceedings were filed and
prosecuted to their legal end, at which point my
client owned the mine and went to Kentucky to
arrange for its continued operation.
When I saw him about six months later,
asked how the mine was doing; fine.
And what
happened to Ernst? Ernst was still a damn fool,
still mismanaging the mine. My eyebrows rose.
"Well, Ernst paid the installments he really owed
on the mortgage, he didn't really owe the whole
balance. They need Ernst down there, and I need him
to run the mine. He needed me too, to keep after
him; he admitted it." The enemies needed each
I
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other, and needed each other as enemies. The dynamics
of that enmity were as important as the enmity itself.
The cannibal principle at work.
Two - Environment and Its Discontents.
If
you have title to a house , a farm, coal mine or a
timber tract, you may think you own it, but you do
not.
It is a piece of the environment, and nobody
owns it, though environmentalists seem to claim that
e verybody semi-owns it. By "environmentalists" I
mean not only the Sierra Club and Audubon Societies
but also the swarms of others who claim rights for
themselves and miscellaneous others in lands and
waters they do not own.
In those swarms I include
a subswarm of bureaucrats , another of ecologists,
another of all who love animals -- any animals at
all including rats, lice and termites -- and all
varieties of anti-nuclear extremists, who seem,
oddly, to hate atoms. This is a great horde of
people, and I have chosen to discuss it because it
appears to be the only genuine mass movement of
our time with no discernible base in the conventional
religions or ideologies of our day . True, heir
more dazzling nonsequiturs condemn greed and
profit, which they equate, and to that extent they
can be considered 1967 leftists, but for the most
part such tirades seem to be mere 1967 cant which
their users would attach to any comment they might
make on any subject that caught their fancy.
I am
ignoring them; it is hard enough to find one clear
head in the rest of the lot.
As I read and hear environmentalists, in
fact, I cannot even tell, between the strands of
their bad tempers and inadequate data, whether they
are posing moral, physical or religious questions -or all three. They could logically also be posing
economic problems. One evening at a party I pointed
out to an eager advocate of prairie grass that if
envi ronmentalists had been around 30,000 years ago,
the whole of what we now call agriculture would
probably be prohibited. His response was an Ithought-so smile, with a statement that he did
not blame me personally for being a closed-minded
cynic, he blamed the dark ages which brought me up.
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It seems to me that one fundamental element,
perhaps the fundamental element in all the environmental obfuscation centers on man's relation to
nature.
It is an old problem.
In our culture it
goes back at least as far as Genesis, in which on
several occasions (see, for example, Genesis 9:3)
God makes it pretty plain that man was given the earth
and everything on it except man himself . The
earth is there for man's use and benefit; man is
one thing, nature is another, for man to do with
as he pleases. This is the concept that most of
us grew up with.
It is obviously the concept of
most human societies, and perhaps it is tucked
away in some primordial gene. The ancient Greeks,
and all primitive hunting and gathering tribes
seemingly accepted the same concept whether consciously or not.
Some Asiatic peoples, and probably a
few other groups, have a somewhat different view:
that everything on the planet, including man, is
nature -- a monistic view, philosophically different
from the Judeo-Christian dualistic notion.
I am
not sure that the distinction makes much difference
in everyday life. Surprisingly, however, the
distinction may explain the difference between
two concepts currently at war in the thick environmental fog:
the difference between conservation
and preservation, which assumed significance only
in the last half century -- a significance, by the
way, which has not been marked by clarity of thought
or expression.
As we all know, conservation was a big
issue late in the 19th and early 20th centuries,
associates particularly with Theodore Roosevelt
and Gifford Pinchot. The idea was to conserve
natural resources for future generations and therefore to require orderly use in the present -- as
distinct from destructive exploitation.
~ Orderly
us e , " of course, is exploitation with foresight,
and the thrust of the movement was largely economic.
In the.l~50's, I believe, environmentalism appeared,
emphas~z~ng preservation, and spread a misty sentimentalism over the entire subject.
It appealed
to innume rab le special-interest groups from
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backpackers and flower children seeking political
power, through simple nature and animal lovers to
everyday doomsayers hunting lucrative careers. This
heavy agg'lomeration of widely disparate interests
and objectives coalesced into our current movement
of extreme, often ridiculous, environmentalism.
A major tenet of extreme environmentalism
seems to be that all species of life on earth are
interdependent, and that destruction of only one
species -- even by nature -- is dangerous and
probably wicked. Be cause the danger produced by
the destruction of one species -- say iguanas or
shrews -- is plainly arguable, the position seems
to be predominantly a moral one. Where this
morality comes from I do not know .
It is certainly
not in the dualistic concept of our Judeo-Christian
heritage, nor is it in the monistic concept that
nature is one enormous, complex organism of which
man is one mammalian part .
For if man is as much a part of nature
as, say, lions, zebras, mongooses and snakes, then
what man does is simply nature at work. Environmentalists do not accept this position.
I cannot
find the logic, the morality or the biology which
supports their position that man should subordinate
his interest to all other species now on earth.
Incidentally, I have read no environmentalist comment
on estimates by several responsible biologists that
during the several billion years of life on earth
at least a million species had come and gone before
man appeared.
Environmentalists do have valid points,
with which I wholly agree: the environmentalist
is important to man himself, and it behooves man
to try to understand it, to refrain from impairing
its life-sustaining properties and not to exploit
it in any way which will deprive future generations
of its renewable resources. This is the conservationist position with which all sensible people
surely agree.
But it is not the extreme environmentalist
position, as I understand it. And it is the
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ext reme position which is now, rapidly I think changing
this country's concept of its relationship to the
environment in which it has lived and worked since
the 17th century.
The question of that relationship is much
broader and deeper than this country and its threeand-a-half century history.
It is perhaps unanswerable, but it is perhaps the cardinal question of man's
intellectual history: what is the role and status
of man in nature and the cosmos? -- to paraphrase
Stephen Jay Gould (in Hen's Teeth and Horse 's Toes,
p. 241, 1983, W. W. Norton). Is the status of man
in the cosmos the same as that of any other animal?
Or does man's uniqueness set him above the others,
giving him a special, privileged place on the planet?
There is no final answer; the answer, in fact, has
shifted from age to age and place to place. Nevertheless, this is the question with which extreme
environmentalism is playing, though it gives us
neither a clear formulation of the question nor a
comprehensible answer.
Three - Liberalism Upside Down. The liberali s m
that my generation looked at and liked in high school
and college was largely imported from Eng land, and
was carefully glossed and expanded in the U.S.
Constitution and its subsequent interpretations.
In its political context, thut kind of l~beral~sm
entered this country's intellectual mach1nery 1n the
second half of the 18th and first half ~f.the 19th
tries
It is exemplified in the wr~t~ng~ of
~~~musmith in the Federalist Papers reflect 7ng
the politi~al ideas at the roots of the Amer~~an
. lly in the eloquence 0
Revolution, and esp~c1a
ncerned almost exclusively
Mil l. This libera11sro w~sd~~idual political and
with t~e libert~ of th~e1~ndividuai's freedom from
economlc, especlally ttiona1 state. "That sta~e
interference by the na
1 ast" is pure Eng11sh
t hich governs e
governs bes w
to of the passive, non'beralis m __ the root
l1
. ' t state.
intervent10n1s
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There was, however , a later a nd much different
branch of liberalism grown in France, expressed as
well by Tocqueville as anyone else, though he did
not enthusiastically endorse it. French liberalism
culminated in the Frencch Revolution.
It too was
deeply concerned with the liberty of the individual;
its objective was the destruction of a hard and
brutal monarchy with its arrogant, insensitive
vestiges of feudalis m. To accomplish its purpose
the French Revolution created another hard and brutal
state, and ended with Napoleon. It had created an
all-powerful, centralized government, an intrusive
dictatorship intended to protect the liberties of
the individual from the constraints of the monarchy,
but in the end as intrusive and constraining -and just as brutal as -- the government it replace d .
Eng lish liberals enthusiastically supported the
revolution for a short period but in the end turned
against it, disgusted at its excesses. French
liberalism never took root in this country.
I
mention it to underline a great danger of both kinds
of liberalism -- to which, unfortunately, our own
liberalism may have succumbed: the danger is that
when a powerful central government actively undertakes to protect individual liberty against incursions
by others, the government itself may become intrusive,
and ultimately turn liberalism upside down.
In a nutshell, a nation cannot have a
passive, noninterventionist and an active interventionist government simultaneously. The active
will consume the passive, and will end up with 55
bureaucracies each with plenary enforcement machinery,
a quasi-judicial penalty system, broad subpoena
powers and unresponsive legislative authority (called
regulation).
It seems to many of us that modern
American liberalism has become as intolerant, conformist and authoritarian as the radical right.
Which a few erstwhile liberals like Irving Kristol
have belatedly perceived and are trying to correct.
What we have today is -- if not a political
mess -- at least liberalism inverted, apparently
with an ideology built on kindly sentimentalism
and very little else. This ideology is notable,
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as I see it for two, perhaps three, stunning gaps,
each of whi~h I shall discuss briefly: first~ it
ignores the need and functions of a~ 1~t~rven1ng layer
of social organization between the ~nd1v~dual and
the federal government; second, it d~es n~t accommod~te
or welcome diversity; and perhaps th~rd, ~ts concept~on
of economic reality lies somewhere between Marx and
Pinocchio.
Gap 1 - The Intervening Layer. Consider
our Constitution, consider the social order as we
have seen it function all our lives and then consider
how we live from day to day as individuals. The
Constitution's grand design meticulously, almost
emphatically, established the states as sovereign
political entities, and by extension the authority
of counties and municipalities as well. We all
know what has happened to the power and authority
of the states since 1789, b ut even today the city,
county and state governments are daily present in
our lives, and are at least to some degree buffers
between us and Washington.
Far more important is the thick layer
of semi-public and private organizations which we
serve and which serve us: educational institutions
of all grades, professional and business associations, unions, employers, stores, builders, public
utilities, churches, the medical industry, the
entertainment industry, the news media, professional
and amateur sports -- the whole range of our
social and cultural activities. I would guess
that 90% of what we do in our waking lives is
touched lightly or h eavily by these mi~dle-layer
social and economic structures. The m~ddle layer,
in fact, creates and defines our culture.
Equally important this culture was created
livedin
it was
and made
and developed by the p~op 1 e who lex
edifice
built
it work. The whole,.r1ch, com~ me - acting voluntarily
by everyday people l~~etYO~oa~o sh~pe their lives as
doing what they wante d 0 reating the social order
t h ey wanted thero.sha~e , c
they wanted to l1ve 1n.
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It sounds grand and noble, probably naive,
and I admit I have left out the warts. Yet it is
plain to me that the creativity, the energy and the
achievement embodied in this middle layer cry out
for recognition and protection -- and receive almost
none of either. The si lence of liberalism on the
need and function of this middle layer is ominous -ominous because the ma inspring of the middle layer
is individual liberty; freedom to decide and act
is its essence. Yet with apparently full liberal
sanction this middle layer is being rebuilt and in
part destroyed, as week by week, month by month,
the federal bureaucracy chips away at its freedom
to decide and act.
Gap 2 - Human Diversity. That human
diversity is universal and infinite is, or should
be, an axiom. That suppression of human diversity
is inhumane and ultimately dangerous should be a
corollary. The danger of such suppression lies at
opposite ends of a range of catastrophe: either
an explosive , self-destructive revolution or an
apathetic, half-dead mass of automatons.
There is, of course, a great distance
between totalitarian suppression and no suppression
at all.
It is apparent, too, that human nature
can live happily with some enforced conformity,
which is often voluntary -- like wearing clothes.
The question, then, is this: how much room for
diversity must a society allow to evoke its
potentials for attaining the good life -- or at
least to avoid an explosion?
Nobody knows the answer, but I need not
tell you that our society is far from the critical
point. There is, however, an increasingly strident
demand for an increasingly vague "equality." Equality
of what, to what, for whom? We have long accepted
equality as a pleasant if vague ideal of some sorti
equality before the law, equality of political
power (one person, one vote) , equality of opportunity
things like that: cheery slogans, largely amorphous
in the real world.
Increasingly now, I believe,
t he notion of equality is being taken to mean
sameness and is applied to a range of specifics,
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broadly seriously and absurdly. We are not all
equally' beautiful, equally intelligent, equally
strong or equally learned, and we can probably
laugh ourselves past the absurdity.
What troubles me is that equality or sameness
broadly applied is intrinsically hostile to diversity.
Diversity should and must comprehend countless gradations between, say, stupidity and brilliance, or
between achievement and failure, or between mediocrity
and excellence, or between laziness and diligence.
These gradations would continue to exist, I suppose,
even in a regime that took seriously the demand for
equality, but recognition and reward of merit would
be scant and discouraging; the accommodation of
diversity would contract, diversity would be discouraged if not suppressed, and the critical point
would be c loser . We have seen some of these developments in the last decade.
Current liberalism, as we have seen it in
action, has not been tolerant of diversity, and has
not been attractive to behold. Smith College a
liberal bastion, refuses to listen to Jeane Kirkpatrick;
Harvard, another b~stio~, sh~uts down Caspar Weinberger;
several other bas~10ns 1n un1son scream wildly at our
tempora:y occupat1on of Grenada, refusing to hear
0
cons1der explanation or justification. Our
l1berals do not seriously accept diversity nor,
for that matter, genuine freedom of speech.
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G~ - The Economic Haze .
This is not a
g~p l1ke,the first two; it is only a hodge-podge
l1ke a d1sassembled jigsaw puzzle.
It is a lack
of definition of ends and means.
I should like to
know where current liberalism wants to lead us, at
least in economic activities.
There seems to be
a bit of utopianism, certainly a bit of idea1sim,
in it but that is not its essence.
In leftist
liber~lism there is more than a hin~ of ~ommunism
or socialism but the hint grows fa~n~ w~th spotty
, h
t
In liberal~sm generally,
shifts toward t e cen ere
b
spark of o1d-fashioned
however, there does,s~em ~~sl~k: of business and
populism, coupled W1t at 1 t for J. F. Kennedy's
of profits, and open con emp
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metaphor that the rising tide lifts the rowboat~ as
well as the yachts. Judging principally by the1r
p rograms, liberals seem to want either a welfare , ,
s tate -- I suppose li ke Sweden -- or an all-prov 7d1ng
s tate, a super-paternal government that somehow 1S
n ot communist.
It is not surprising that, not defining
whe re they want to go, liberals do not tell us how
t o get there.
I do not be lieve t h is omission is
c onscious political dup licity; rather it is a failure
t o perceive e conomic reality. The plain fact is
t hat liberalism does not come to grips directly
a nd simply with t he questions, who pays and at what
s ocial cost? It is on this aspect of its programs
that current liberalism has most disappointingly
f ailed. The position seems to be:
"We'll improvis e
a s we go and see what happens"; to my way of thinki ng an improvident and irresponsible pattern, which
I suppose makes me a conservative.
More specifically, we do not possess and
l iberalism does not offer us a coherent social
philosophy to define and direct the scope and
legitimate concerns o f a welfare economy. The
s u b ject is not simple, as Sweden is now discovering.
Fo r ~hen,we~fare politics runs loose in a democracy,
as Tlp a Ne11 tells us twice a week, it can take
over the whole economy . The reason is simple:
nobody h as figured out the appropriate b oundaries
be tween welfarism and a capitalist or a market
ec~nom¥ (see Ca italism and the We lfare State b y
Ne ll Gllbert, 1983, Yale Press .
,
In,short, t he re is a hidden and incalculable
soc1al co s t 1n welfare programs . That cost lies in
the , ans~er to this question: what happens to a
cap1tall~t',market economy when a subsidized, welfare
economy 1S 1nstalled be si d e it? Nobody knows the
answer, and very few have even seen the question.
It does not avail to talk self-righteously of
compassion. Comp assion and righteousness merely
o b scure the question.
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To summarize: modern liberalism has
turned the original vision upside down. In place ,
of a noninterventionist state it offers us a steadlly
more intrusive state.
Instead of freedom from
governmental restraints it offers us increasing
governmental infringement of individual liberties.
Instead of economic freedom, it offers us economic
constraints and simple-minded sweetness.
I have not met and shall not meet the
argument that changing circumstances made change
imperative.
It may well be that two world wars,
cycles of prosperity and recession and atomic
weaponry made necessary some of the changes I have
deplored. That argument is beside the point. The
changes, necessary or not, have occurred; their
importance is not that they occurred, but that
they have radically altered the relation of the
citizen to his state, and have with considerable
arrogance changed the relationship between the
economy and all who try to make it work.
Sadly, too, I think modern liberalism
has destroyed a vision that came to us with our
history: a vision of a coherent society, complex
but ordered, a unified whole with interfunctioning
parts working for the most part in general harmony.
In place of this vision the changes have substituted
emptiness and improvisation, a directionless tangle
with no vision of a unified whole.
Conclusion
The 45-minute canon, to confuse the met~phor,
, barkin at my heels. I thought it better tO,dlSCUSS
lSfew ide~s coherently than several more too brlefly.
~ would like to have described the effect on,u~ ~s a
,
f (a) the incompetence and irrespons~b~l~ty
nat~on 0
1 ' d'c'al activitism and
of congress: (b) federa J~ ~ ~t m and (c) the feminist
the pervers~on ~f ou~ le~~ dS~~f~rt to transfer to
movement, wlth lts rnlsgUl e her huge chunk of power
the federal governm~nt anoiet it suffice to say
over our personal l~ves.
,
to do in differing
that all are doing, or ~rYlngd libe~alism are doing :
ways what environmentallsm an
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radically and powerfull¥ changing soc~al, political
and economic relationsh~ps -- and the~r complementary
value systems - - wit h little if any thought of the
ultimate consequences of such changes and without
even a dim perception that such changes can produce
wholly unexpected and perhaps disastrous results.
To suggest a few of such results:
A. From t h e liberal agenda: federal
poverty relief programs have apparently institutionalized poverty itself, creating a more or less permanent,
discouraged, alienated poverty class. Among blacks,
relief programs have altered the unitary family
structure we have all taken for granted, with
unknowable consequences.
B. From environmentalism: it may sound
abstract and academic to charge environmentalism
with upsetting man's traditional relationships with
nature.
But the charge goes deeper than a mere
alteration of mind-set.
It attacks the essence
of what we have all accepted as the struggle for
survival. For at least 30,000 years man has
labored to order nature, to divert nature to man's
b enefit. The legitimacy, the rightness, of such
labor has always been assumed. Extreme environmentalism now questions the legitimacy of such
activity; and with the undermining of that legitimacy,
the extreme environmentalists have apparently
obtained public sanction for restraints and limitations that prior generations would have found
incredible (the lousewort and the snail darter
come to mind); and the ubiquitous Environmental
Impact Statement has become merely a tool of
obstruction.
But.I ~m being a generalist tonight,
a~so ~ :educt~on~st and even more wickedly an overs~mpl~f~er.
So I conclude with a few big wide
observations:
'
,
First: The power center to install and
operate the machinery for reform is always the
federal government, which implies a federal bureau
or department for detailed implementation. We are
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to have an ever stronger, ever more centralized,
eve r more intrusive state.
Second: The changes come in varying sizes,
some in little pieces, some in large chunks. No
matter how large or small the chunks, however, nobody
has bothered to fit them into one understandable
whole. The chunks remain untrimmed, unshaped
masses, sliding and colliding loose in an unglued
society . Neither you nor I can predict with any
assurance what will happen when full-blown environmentalism meets full-blown statism, and when there
is no thoughtfully developed, generally accepted,
realistic vision of the size, shape and structure
of the society we are moving into.
Third: Several things have become obvious
over the past few decades; notably that the economy
we thought we wanted was too harsh for our consciences
and comfort; that man's selfishness and greed,
acting and counteracting in a self-balancing mass,
did not constitute an adequate regulatory mechanism;
and that consequently changes were needed. What
was not obvious was how great the changes need be,
how fast the changes need be made, what kind of
society we wanted and what parts of our present
society we needed to preserve. Most dismaying of
all , the forces of reform have offered us no
organizing, no unifying principle.
Which is the point of this paper. And
which brings us back to our cannibals. Perhaps
we are doing to ourselves what the missionaries
did to the cannibals. We are making great changes
in our social structure and our values with no real
conception of their ultimate effect, assuming
apparently that the actual effect will be the
desired effect and that there will be no undesirable
consequences. That is what the missionaries
assumed too. Neither they nor the cannibals
realized they were rupturing a unified whole,
de storying its organizing principle. Nobody had
an organiz ing principle to tak e its place nor a
realistic vision of the future toward which they
would strive. For want of that vision the tribe
collapsed.

